Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome

Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome is a severe disorder that usually begins in infancy. It causes problems with the development of blood-forming (hematopoietic) cells in the bone marrow that have the potential to develop into different types of blood cells. For this reason, Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome is considered a bone marrow failure disorder. Function of the pancreas and other organs can also be affected.

Most affected individuals have a shortage of red blood cells (anemia), which can cause pale skin (pallor), weakness, and fatigue. Some of these individuals also have low numbers of white blood cells (neutropenia) and platelets (thrombocytopenia). Neutropenia can lead to frequent infections; thrombocytopenia sometimes causes easy bruising and bleeding. When visualized under the microscope, bone marrow cells from affected individuals may appear abnormal. Often, early blood cells (hematopoietic precursors) have multiple fluid-filled pockets called vacuoles. In addition, red blood cells in the bone marrow can have an abnormal buildup of iron that appears as a ring of blue staining in the cell after treatment with certain dyes. These abnormal cells are called ring sideroblasts.

In people with Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome, the pancreas does not work as well as usual. The pancreas produces and releases enzymes that aid in the digestion of fats and proteins. Reduced function of this organ can lead to high levels of fats in the liver (liver steatosis). The pancreas also releases insulin, which helps maintain correct blood sugar levels. A small number of individuals with Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome develop diabetes, a condition characterized by abnormally high blood sugar levels that can be caused by a shortage of insulin. In addition, affected individuals may have scarring (fibrosis) in the pancreas.

People with Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome have a reduced ability to absorb nutrients from the diet (malabsorption), and most affected infants have an inability to grow and gain weight at the expected rate (failure to thrive). Another common occurrence in people with this condition is buildup in the body of a chemical called lactic acid (lactic acidosis), which can be life-threatening. In addition, liver and kidney problems can develop in people with this condition.

About half of children with this severe disorder die in infancy or early childhood due to severe lactic acidosis or liver failure. Many of those who survive develop signs and symptoms later in life of a related disorder called Kearns-Sayre syndrome. This condition causes weakness of muscles around the eyes and other problems.

Frequency

Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome is a rare condition; its prevalence is unknown.
Causes
Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome is caused by defects in mitochondria, which are structures within cells that use oxygen to convert the energy from food into a form cells can use. This process is called oxidative phosphorylation. Although most DNA is packaged in chromosomes within the nucleus (nuclear DNA), mitochondria also have a small amount of their own DNA, called mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). This type of DNA contains many genes essential for normal mitochondrial function. Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome is caused by single, large deletions of mtDNA, which can range from 1,000 to 10,000 DNA building blocks (nucleotides). The most common deletion, which occurs in about 20 percent of affected individuals, removes 4,997 nucleotides.

The mtDNA deletions involved in Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome result in the loss of genes that provide instructions for proteins involved in oxidative phosphorylation. These deletions impair oxidative phosphorylation and decrease the energy available to cells. It is not clear how loss of mtDNA leads to the specific signs and symptoms of Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome, although the features of the condition are likely related to a lack of cellular energy.

Inheritance Pattern
Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome is generally not inherited but arises from new (de novo) mutations that likely occur in early embryonic development.

Other Names for This Condition
- Pearson syndrome
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Genetic Testing Information
- What is genetic testing?
https://primer/testing/genetictesting
- Genetic Testing Registry: Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov
- ClinicalTrials.gov
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22Pearson+marrow-pancreas+s syndrome%22

Other Diagnosis and Management Resources
- GeneReview: Mitochondrial DNA Deletion Syndromes
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1203
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- Encyclopedia: Lactic Acidosis  
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000391.htm
- Encyclopedia: Malabsorption  
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000299.htm
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  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/imagepages/8883.htm
- Health Topic: Bone Marrow Diseases  
  https://medlineplus.gov/bonemarrowdiseases.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center
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  https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/7343/pearson-syndrome
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- National Cancer Institute: Inherited Bone Marrow Failure Syndromes  
  https://dceg.cancer.gov/research/what-we-study/bone-marrow-failure-syndromes
- National Institutes of Health Rare Diseases Clinical Research Network: North American Mitochondrial Disease Consortium  
  https://www.rarediseasesnetwork.org/cms/NAMDC
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- MalaCards: pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome  
  https://www.malacards.org/card/pearson_marrow_pancreas_syndrome
- Mayo Clinic: North American Mitochondrial Disease Consortium Patient Registry and Biorepository (NAMDC)  
  https://www.mayo.edu/research/clinical-trials/cls-20409244
- Orphanet: Pearson syndrome  
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=699
- The University of Arizona Health Sciences  
  https://disorders.eyes.arizona.edu/category/alternate-names/pearson-syndrome
- United Mitochondrial Disease Foundation: What Is Mitochondrial Disease?  
  https://www.umdf.org/what-is-mitochondrial-disease/
Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

- MitoAction
  https://www.mitoaction.org/
- United Mitochondrial Disease Foundation
  https://www.umdf.org/
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  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1203
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